Best Cisco CCNA Training Institute in India | Networkers
Guru
Networkers Guru is the pioneer in offshore CISCO & Microsoft training and certification institute
in Gurgaon. Networkers Guru is one of the best institutes for getting training on reputed courses
like CCNA, CCNP, and CCIE etc. We have with us several Cisco Certification training programs
which include CCNA Routing and Switching, CCNA Security, CCNA Collaboration, CCNP
Routing and Switching, CCNP Security, CCNP Collaboration, CCIE Routing & Switching, CCIE
Security, CCIE Collaboration. It, therefore, becomes very clear that we are the first choice for
aspiring learners. We are also the leading provider of Asia in the field of Network Security
Solutions, VOIP Solutions, Networking Training & Consultancy since last 10 years. We are the
number one online training institute of India offering Cisco Certification...

Top Reasons why you Choose networkers guru for CCNA Routing and
Switching | CCNA Security | CCNA Voice | CCNP | CCIE
1- CCNA training in India has been designed as per the current it Market.
2- Provide the best CCNA training and appointments in India with well-defined training modules
and Course Sessions.
3- Facilitate regular, weekend and customized CCNA training in India
4- One of the greatest team of certified expert trainers with 5 to 15 years of real industry
experience.
5- Consultants of Networking Training in India help in major project training, minor project
training, preparation, interview preparation, and job appointment Support...
6- Real Smart Labs with the latest Gadgets.
7- 24x7 Lab Facilities. Students are free to reach the labs for unlimited hours according to their
preferred Time.
8- Smart Classroom equipped with projector, live rack, wi-fi connectivity, digital pads.
9- In labs to enhance self-study and group discussions, mute and discuss areas.
10- Personality development level of cost including spoken english, group discussion, mock
interview, presentation skills.
11- Cost seminars for personality development and personal presentation Free.
12- free study materials: books, pdf, video lectures, sample questions, interview questions
(technical and human resources), and projects.
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13- Globally recognized course completion Certificate.
14- Practical (unlimited), extra time slot (ets) for absolutely free.
15 - Ability to withdraw classes as a class as often as Desired.
16- One-by-one attention by Trainers.
17- Helps students to take knowledge of complex technical concepts.

Networkers Guru Trainer's Profile for CCNA Training in India

Best Cisco CCNA Training Institute in India
We have received awards and recognition from our partners and various accredited IT
Organisations.
our certified candidates working in multinational companies such as HCl Technologies,
Bidlasaphat, TCS, IBM, Sapient, Gillette Technologies etc.Certified Professional with 7 + years
Experience. Multinationals are well connected with HR Hiring.

Placement Assistance after CCNA Training in India
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Best Cisco CCNA Training Institute in India
Networkers Guru is a pioneer in offering appointments to students, as it has a dedicated
placement wing that meets students requirements during Placement.
Networkers Guru helps students develop their RESUME according to the current industry
standards.
Networkers Guru spoken English conducts personality development sessions including group
discussions, mock interviews, presentation skills to ensure that students are easily faced with
challenging interview Status.Networkers Guru has trained his students to join HCL, TCS,
Infosys, Wipro, Accenture, and many other tops IT & Networking company -
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